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•President

OCTOBER
MEETING

WHEN:

The 8th ~ 7 pm
(earlier for
fun flying!)

WHERE:

KMIW
Airport

PROGRAM:

WHAT’S
UP?

WHAT’S FLYIN’ THIS WAY !!!
Our next meeting will be held in Paul Adam’s hangar at the Marshalltown
airport. We will review the VERY successful fly-in of October 3rd, talk about the
November Christmas Dinner, and possibly have a video message from EAA. It
will probably be our last meeting at the airport for the year, so please come join
us. Maybe there will be a chance for some early bird flying as well.

Paul Adams
2144L Marsh Ave.
Marshalltown, IA 50158
641-753-6222
dlpradams@gmail.com

•Vice President

WHAT FLEW BY !!!
Our September meeting on the 17th was threatened with possible rain, but it veered south of
us and wasn’t an issue. We talked about the upcoming fly-in and had project reports. A summary
of which is on the next page.
The Marshalltown Airport Open House/Flight Breakfast was a HUGE success! Compared
to last year anyway. Over 35 airplanes flew in and lots of Marshalltown residents came out to
have breakfast. The Kiwanis’ had to have HyVee come out two or three extra times to bring
more ingredients for the cakes and sausage. There old car folks showed up with some fantastic
land yachts; about 15 or so. The RC guys seemed to be constantly busy, and the Iowa Heritage
Museum had a long table set up to raise money for the cause. Marshalltown Aviation took care of
airplane parking and had the big Pilatus PC-12/47E single engine turboprop on display. Chapter
675 had about 10 airplanes on display right at the point where those who drove in entered. A few
more photos are within this newsletter.

Lorin Miller
309 West St.
Colo, IA 50056
641-485-0840
lorin.miller@emerson.com

•Sec/Treas

Dave McCurry
5 Valley View Rd.
Marshalltown, IA 50158
641-752-4729
dmccurry@centurylink.net

•Newsletter Editor
A look at the
breakfast area
about a half hour
before the end.
Lots of people still
eating

Corey Butcher
2940 Arney Ave
State Center, IA 50247
641-351-5476
coreybutcher@eaa675.org

CALENDAR
Oct 17		
Oct 24		
Nov 12		

11am - 4 pm
7 - 10 am		
6:30 pm		

www.eaa.org/calendar
www.FunPlacesToFly.com
www.flyins.com
www.socialflight.com

Green Castle Aero Club
Pumpkin Splat!
Mount Pleasant Airport
Fly-in Breakfast
Grimes Conservation Center Chapter 675 Christmas Dinner

Member News
Mike Maury has moved and is building a new shop at the new property to build his Kitfox. He spent some time in Mexico, Mo.
getting breakin time on his Corvair engine. He found out the rocker arms were defective from running a year and a half ago,
so replaced those and now the engine runs and is ready for the airframe when he gets back to it.
Ray Robinson has been working on the disabled Emeraude. He has the landing gear mostly back together and has the wing
in his shop to repair the wood where the gear mounts. The engine is being rebuilt and hopefully will be back in the next month
or so.
Mike Hargrave had a weak head on his Cygnet and sent it in a week before Blakesburg fly-in. While he was there, they called
him and said it was done, so he took off for home to get it back together. It was flying by Monday, Labor Day.
Bob Richtsmeier is flying Marc Broer’s Ercoupe while waiting for material for the Nieuport 17. Marc has been able to acquire
the hangars at the middle of the runway in Eldora. Bob and Marc are continually making improvements to the airport.
Don Feld has the tail cone all riveted on the RANS.
Paul Adams has the cabling, struts and rigging set on the Double Eagle. The fuselage is covered, primed and mostly painted.
Blakesburg had 365 airplanes.
Harry Dirks reported on the engine for the Q2 that Charles is working on. It’s getting a new case.
Les Risius has the fuselage covered and painted on the Cavalier. Ailerons and elevator are hooked up.
Dave McCurry took his engine off about a month ago because of a persistent oil leak. He found out the seal boss at the rear
of the Flywheel was .020” undersized of the original. A new flywheel took care of it and he is back in the air with the Taylor
Monoplane.
Doug Boyd is planning to fly his Waiex to Sully for breakfast and then to Illinois for the Challenger fly-in September 18th thru
the 20th.

Spotted at the Airport...

A Varga Kachina 2150 was on the tarmac on Sept 17th.
And Dave McCurry winds up his repaired engine with
the storm in the background that never arrived, on the
same evening.

Visit your Chapter 675 website!
www.eaa675.org

Now on FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/EaaChapter675

Marshalltown Flight Breakfast

The EAA grill was
put to good use
by the Kiwanis
volunteers.
Dale Benskin
worked the grill
with the Kiwanis.

Coffee, Orange
Juice, and milk
served with a
smile.
The EAA table
was the first stop
in the line. This
volunteer got
breakfast real
early in the morning before the
rush.
The Marshalltown RC Flyers and Iowa Heritage Museum tables

The first arrival

Andy and Barney’s car, and a 1936 Chrysler Airflow

Mike Hargrave chuckles as Dave Cheung
torments Bruce Devick who is trying to
stay warm. (It was a bit chilly and breezy.
You could see your breath, but very sunny.

Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2: Where Does It Stand?
EAA, AOPA join to answer questions
September 30, 2015 - Last week’s announcement by Sen. James Inhofe (R-Oklahoma), the author of the Pilot’s Bill of Rights
2, about modifications to the bill’s language have raised plenty of questions among EAA and AOPA members.We’ll be up front
with you: EAA and AOPA fully support Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2 including these modifications. For more than 25 years, our two
organizations have been pushing for aeromedical reform. Our most recent exemption request was made in 2012 and was
much less expansive than the bill as it now stands, but it did not gain the traction needed for approval. We are further along
the road to substantive aeromedical reform than at any time in history.We’ve also been digging after answers on some of your
most common questions, which include:
Why the changes in the bill’s language?
Simply put, the original language of the Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2 did not have enough support in the Senate, despite your thousands of contacts with your senators. It was not going to pass or move forward in its original form. Inhofe knows the workings
of the Senate extremely well, so he looked for a way to get support to move meaningful reform forward. They went directly
after the objections voiced by fellow senators, and in doing so built bipartisan support from 67 senators across the entire political spectrum.
What if I will only support the original language in the bill?
Again, we’re going to be frank here. Accepting only the original Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2 language would mean failure of the entire bill. We would end up with nothing, the same way previous efforts for meaningful aeromedical reform have ended.
Will this affect me if I still want to fly as a sport pilot?
No. This bill does not change any provision of the sport pilot rule. You may still fly light-sport eligible aircraft with at least a
sport pilot certificate and a valid driver’s license in lieu of a third-class medical certificate.
Isn’t the requirement to have had a medical certificate within the past 10 years only a move to a 10-year renewal of a
medical?
No. If you are a private pilot and have a valid medical certificate (regular or special issuance) within 10 years from the date
when the bill is signed into law, you may never have to visit an AME again. You will simply have to take an online medical
education course every two years, and visit your personal physician once every four years and note that visit in your logbook.
No requirement will exist to report the outcome of the visit to the FAA.
Even though I have held a special issuance within the past 10 years, I understand that I may have to get another if I
have been diagnosed with certain conditions. What conditions are those?
Those conditions are described in the FARs and are limited to an established medical history of the following:
Cardiovascular: myocardial infarction (heart attack); coronary heart disease that has been treated by open heart surgery;
cardiac valve replacement; and heart replacement.
Neurological: epilepsy; a transient loss of control of the nervous system; and disturbances of consciousness without satisfactory medical explanation of the cause.
Psychological: personality disorder that is severe enough to have repeatedly manifested itself by overt acts; manifested or
may reasonably expected to manifest delusions, hallucinations, grossly bizarre or disorganized behavior, or other commonly
accepted symptoms of psychosis; severe bipolar disorder; and substance dependence within the previous 2 years as defined
in FAR 67.307(4).
What is this online aeromedical course and who will administer it?
The online aeromedical course, taken once every two years, would be a requirement to keep your flying privileges. It would
be free of charge to all pilots, whether or not they are AOPA or EAA members. We believe education is more effective than
regulation, and this is the best way to get the important health information to everyone. It would also include information on
how over-the-counter medications can affect our fitness for flying. The course will be run and maintained through the GA community’s communications channels, such as AOPA’s Air Safety Institute. The FAA would only approve the content of the online
course. If we as a flying community fail to show that we can be responsible for educating ourselves, more regulation will be
put upon us.

I feel fine. Why do I have to go to a doctor every four years to prove it?
We’re pleased that you feel fine, but even if you weren’t a pilot, avoiding the doctor’s office isn’t the way to assure that you’re
in good health. Most people see their personal physician for a physical every year or two regardless. This legislation eliminates the cost, paperwork, and extra hassle of regularly seeing a different doctor just to fly. It also eliminates many of the
burdens placed on private pilots just because they’re pilots.
Will this help me if I need a special issuance?
Yes! One of the biggest problems with the current special issuance process is that it’s a continual renewal, with all the cost,
paperwork, and hassle associated with it each time. Under the bill’s language, you receive the third-class medical special issuance once and you’re good to go, with only future visits to your personal physician at least every 48 months. In addition, the
bill requires the FAA to streamline its special issuance process, so even that one time might not be as much of a burden in the
future.
I’ve heard that the FAA denies most special issuance medical requests, so I’m reluctant to even try.
Whoever told you this is wrong. The FAA issues medical certificates to the vast majority — more than 98 percent, in fact — of
people who complete the medical certification process. That includes those who are seeking a special issuance medical. And,
under the Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2, you will only need to complete the special issuance process once.
Doesn’t this just help old pilots? What about new private pilots who can’t get a third-class medical?
Inhofe heard clearly from fellow senators that in order to support the bill, they needed one initial medical approval by the FAA
to ensure that a new pilot was in sufficiently good health to fly. That’s a one-time approval, compared to the biennial medical
exam — sometimes more if certain conditions are involved —that is now required. That’s a pretty substantial step forward for
everyone.
Will I be able to get insurance if I fly under the rules set out in the Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2?
Insurance companies have not yet addressed how they will handle medical reforms and are unlikely to do so until medical reform becomes law. Our 10 years of experience with the sport pilot regulations and other pilots flying sport pilot eligible aircraft
without a medical certificate showed little or no impact on insurance availability or rates. Since each company uses slightly
different language regarding medical requirements, the best thing to do is to contact your insurance broker or company and
ask how they will handle anticipated reforms. History indicates that compliance with the applicable regulations is typically all
that is required by insurance companies, and the new regulations would not require an additional medical certificate for many
pilots in the future.
So, where do we go next? What’s the timeline?
Even with all the progress, there’s still work to do. Few things move forward quickly in Congress. Inhofe would love to get
more senators on board as co-sponsors — so, if your senator is on the list of those still not signed on, continue to contact
them. Inhofe is also working to get the bill to the Senate floor. If approved there, it would move to the House, where nearly
150 representatives are co-signers of the original parallel Pilot’s Bill of Rights 2. We are seeking every potential avenue for
progress in both houses of Congress.
Predicting the pace of legislation is a fool’s game, but we’ll say it again: This needed reform is further along now than ever
before and we are working daily to get this done as soon as possible. It has support of GA groups, aeromedical groups, and
several large airline pilot groups. Everybody would love it to move faster, but discouragement and doubt do not help. Let’s
push this across the finish line!

More information can be found here on EAA’s website...
http://govt.eaa.org/17422/support-pilots-bill-rights-2/

More From the Fly-in

A good variety of aircraft flew in from all over Iowa.
Here we have Piper, Cessna, Cirrus, Bellanca, and
Beechcraft represented.

Here we have an RV-10, Bellanca Cruisair,
and a Pipstrel Virus. Other makes included
Aeronca and Mooney. A good mix!

EAA Chapter 675 members brought out about 10
airplanes with Marshalltown Aviation displaying the
Pilatus and Warrior.
A very unique pairing...A 1960 Opel Olympia
Rekord and Mike Hargrave’s Cygnet.

The two KMIW based Taylor Monoplanes belonging
to Gary Nablo (left) and Dave McCurry

